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ABSTRACT

1

ECN has been widely employed in production datacenters to deliver high throughput low latency communications. Despite being
successful, prior ECN-based transports have an important drawback: they adopt a fixed RTT value in calculating instantaneous
ECN marking threshold while overlooking the RTT variations in
practice.
In this paper, we reveal that the current practice of using a fixed
high-percentile RTT for ECN threshold calculation can lead to
persistent queue buildups, significantly increasing packet latency.
On the other hand, directly adopting lower percentile RTTs results in throughput degradation. To handle the problem, we introduce ECN , a simple yet effective solution to enable ECN for RTT
variations. At its heart, ECN inherits the current instantaneous
ECN marking (based on a high-percentile RTT) to achieve high
throughput and burst tolerance, while further marking packets
(conservatively) upon detecting long-term queue buildups to eliminate unnecessary queueing delay without degrading throughput.
We implement ECN on a Barefoot Tofino switch and evaluate
it through extensive testbed experiments and large-scale simulations. Our evaluation confirms that ECN can effectively reduce
latency without hurting throughput. For example, compared to the
current practice, ECN achieves up to 23.4% (31.2%) lower average
(99th percentile) flow completion time (FCT) for short flows while
delivering similar FCT for large flows under production workloads.

Datacenter applications desire high throughput (e.g., data mining
and storage) and low latency (e.g., web search and memory cache)
communications. To achieve this, Explicit Congestion Notification
(ECN) has been widely used, and many ECN-based transports,
such as DCTCP [12] and DCQCN [39], have been proposed and
adopted by industry [1, 2, 28, 35].
ECN-based transports require both ECN-aware rate control at
the end host and ECN marking at the switch. ECN marking is accomplished by an active queue management (AQM) policy. To handle transient bursts which are common and harmful in production
environments [38], datacenter AQM solutions usually mark packets aggressively based on instantaneous congestion states. For example, DCTCP [12] modifies the original RED1 [20] to leverage the
instantaneous queue length to mark packets, thus achieving good
burst tolerance.
For instantaneous ECN marking, the choice of the marking
threshold is critical as it directly affects the tradeoff between
throughput and latency [12, 37]. Despite being successful, prior
ECN-based transports have shared an important drawback: they
only adopt a fixed RTT2 value in calculating the marking threshold without considering RTT variations.
However, large RTT variations are common in datacenters as
different flows traverse different processing components, e.g., network stack, hypervisor and middlebox. For example, compared to
intra-service flows, inter-service flows experience large extra processing delays from the layer 4 load balancer [19, 33]. Furthermore,
the processing delay of a given component also varies depending
on workloads. With a very simple testbed (§2.2), we show these
factors can easily lead to ∼3× RTT variations, which also implies
even larger RTT variations in real production.
We point out, through testbed experiments, that the current
practice of using a fixed high-percentile RTT for ECN threshold
calculation can lead to persistent queue buildup, significantly increasing packet latency. For example, our experiment results show
that using 90th percentile RTT (as suggested by [37]) can achieve
high throughput, but the latency of short flows is increased by
over 50% due to queueing delay (§2.3). On the other hand, directly
adopting lower percentile RTTs does not solve the problem either,
as it results in throughput degradation.
Motivated by this, we seek an ECN marking scheme that can deliver high throughput and low latency simultaneously, in the presence of high RTT variations. To this end, we present ECN (§3), a
simple yet effective solution to achieve our goal. At its heart, ECN
marks packets based on both the instantaneous and persistent congestion states. On the one hand, ECN inherits the advantage of
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1 We

INTRODUCTION

call this version of RED as DCTCP-RED in this paper.
this paper, we use RTT to denote the base RTT without the queueing delay in
datacenters.
2 In
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For instantaneous ECN marking, the choice of the marking
threshold is important as it directly affects the tradeoff between
throughput and latency [12, 37]. Most ECN-based datacenter congestion control algorithms [12, 36, 37] set the two thresholds of
RED to the same value, Kmin = Kmax = K. Given the low statistical multiplexing of large flows in datacenter environments [12], to
fully utilize link bandwidth while delivering low latency, the ideal
ECN marking threshold K is given as follows [12, 18, 37]:

current instantaneous ECN marking based on a high-percentile
RTT to achieve high throughput and burst tolerance. On the other
hand, to eliminate the persistent queueing caused by flows with
small RTTs, ECN further marks packets when observing longterm switch queue buildups. This is performed conservatively in
order not to affect throughput (§3.2).
By nature, ECN works with both queue length and sojourn
time (i.e., the amount of time a packet spends in the queue) as congestion signals. In our implementation we adopt sojourn time in
order to be compatible with packet scheduler with traffic dynamics [16, 31].
We implement an ECN prototype with ∼500 lines of P4 code
and compile it to a Barefoot Tofino [5] switch using Barefoot Capilano SDE [9] (§4). Our implementation uses little switch resource,
e.g., 5 32-bit register arrays and 2 64-bit register arrays. We address two practical challenges in the implementation: 1) To ensure
the correctness, we use emulation to get a 32-bit microsecondgranularity system time; 2) To update switch states at line rate,
we leverage match action tables to implement the complex control
flow.
We build a small 10Gbps testbed with 8 servers connected to
the above Tofino switch. Our experiments with realistic workloads [12, 22] show that, by eliminating persistent queue buildups,
ECN can deliver up to 23.4% lower average FCT and 31.2% lower
99th percentile FCT for short flows compared to DCTCP-RED
(where the ECN marking threshold is based on a high-percentile
RTT according to current practice) while still maintaining comparable throughput for large flows. Furthermore, we find that instantaneous ECN marking is integral to ECN  to tolerate bursts and
reduce packet drops. For example, ECN outperforms CoDel [31]
(which marks packets only based on persistent queue buildups instead of instantaneous queueing) by more than 50.0% FCT reduction for short flows.
To complement small-scale testbed experiments, we further perform larger-scale simulations to deep-dive into ECN (§5.3). Our
simulation results further confirm the superior performance of
ECN . For example, compared to DCTCP-RED, ECN can achieve
up to 37.9% lower FCT for short flows. Furthermore, from the microscopic view of switch queues, we show ECN can effectively
eliminate queue buildups by keeping the switch queue length
95.6% lower than that of DCTCP-RED (from 182 packets to 8 packets). Finally, we show ECN is robust to parameter settings and
arbitrary packet schedulers.
To make our work easy to reproduce, we have made our simulation code available at https://github.com/snowzjx/ns3-ecn-sharp.

K = λ × C × RTT

(1)

To calculate and configure the ideal ECN marking threshold at the
switch, datacenter operators must get values for three parameters:
λ, C and RTT . λ is a parameter determined by the congestion control algorithm at the end host. Different congestion control algorithms have different ECN reaction mechanisms, resulting in different λ. For example, ECN (regular ECN-enabled TCP) cuts the
window by half in the presence of ECN marks, thus having λ = 1.
DCTCP reduces the window in proportion to the fraction of ECN
marked packets, thus having a much smaller λ (0.17 in theory [13]).
C is the bottleneck link capacity, which can be easily obtained for
threshold calculation as datacenter operators have full knowledge
of the network.
RTT is the base round-trip time and is the focus of this paper.
Here the base RTT does not include switch queueing delay. In current practice, people use a fixed RTT value for calculation, implicitly assuming that base RTTs in datacenters are relatively stable
due to the small cable length (low propagation delay variations),
e.g., 200-300 meters [23], and high link capacity (low transmission
delay variations). However, we show this does not hold in reality
(§2.2) and causes problems (§2.3).

2.2

RTT Variations in Datacenters

The base RTT consists of three parts: transmission delay, propagation delay, and processing delay. As discussed above, transmission delay and propagation delay are small inside datacenters.
The transmission time of a 1.5KB packet on a 10Gbps link is only
∼1.2μs. The propagation delay of a 1KM cable is only 3.3μs. However, the processing delay can be as high as tens (or even hundreds)
of μs, dominating the base RTT. Thus, the variation of the base RTT
is actually caused by the variation of processing delay.
In fact, the processing delay in datacenters varies vastly as different flows traverse different processing components, e.g., network stack, hypervisor, and middlebox. The more processing components a flow traverse, the larger delay it experiences. For example, in our production datacenters, we use a layer-4 software load
balancer (SLB) [33] to process and balance the inter-service traffic
(e.g., traffic from compute to storage)3 . Inter-service inbound traffic
is first delivered to the SLB Multiplexer (a scalable set of dedicated
servers), then forwarded to the application server, thus experiencing extra processing delay compared to intra-service traffic. Furthermore, the processing delay of a given component also varies
depending on the loads.
We use testbed experiments to demonstrate the variations of
processing delay. In our testbed, 3 hosts are connected to a Mellanox SN2100 switch via 100 Gbps links. Each server is equipped

2 BACKGROUND AND PROBLEMS
2.1 Instantaneous ECN Marking
ECN-based transports consist of two parts: ECN marking at the
switch and ECN-aware rate control at the end host. ECN marking
is accomplished by an active queue management (AQM) policy. To
handle transient bursts which are common in production datacenters [38], most datacenter AQM solutions [12, 16, 39] aggressively
mark packets based on the instantaneous congestion states, e.g.,
instantaneous queue length.
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Figure 1: [Testbed] RTT variations.
Varying processing delay has enlarged
RTT variations up to 2.68 times.
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Figure 2: [Testbed] Instantaneous marking cannot achieve high throughput and
low latency simultaneously.

with a 100 Gigabit Ethernet Adapter. We enable DCTCP [12] at the
end host. A host installed with Apache HTTP Server works as the
web server. We generate HTTP requests using ApacheBench on
another host to fetch a 1-byte web page. On the client host, we install a modified TCP Probe to record smoothed RTTs (srtt) measured by Linux kernel. For each experiment, we generate 1000 requests and get ∼3000 RTT samples. Note that a new request is sent
when we receive the previous response. Since there is no congestion and hop difference, the RTT variation is caused by processing
delay. We consider the following five cases and show corresponding results in Figure 1 and Table 1.
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Figure 3: [Testbed] Larger RTT variations cause more degradation to performance.

4. Network Stack + SLB + Hypervisor: In this experiment, we
combine the above two experiments. With the SLB and hypervisor, the average RTT is increased from 39.3μs to 99.2μs (2.52X),
compared to the first one.
5. Network Stack (High Load) + SLB + Hypervisor: In this experiment, to emulate the high load, we use stress to run 4 workers
spinning on sqrt() on the web server VM. As a result, the average
RTT reaches 105.5μs, which is around 2.68X larger than that in the
first experiment.
Summary: We use the above simple experiments to demonstrate
the causes of RTT variations in datacenters. Network components,
such as Network Stack, SLB, Hypervisor, and etc., add varying and
unpredictable variations to the RTT, especially when they are under different loads. Furthermore, different flows may traverse different numbers of components, making RTT variations more severe. Note that all of the experiments are conducted in very simple
settings, e.g., only a single bridge rule in the hypervisor, and very
low loads (except for the last one). We believe that the actual RTT
variations in production environment would be much larger due to
complex configurations, high system loads, and more processing
components. For example, Rohan Gandhi et al. [21] showed that
the SLB in Microsoft datacenter adds a median latency of 196us to
packets while the 90th percentile can reach as high as 1ms. Moreover, the base RTT varies across both flows and time. As the last
two experiments show, the base RTT of a given flow also varies
when the load of a processing component changes.

1. Network Stack: In this experiment, the requests from the client
are directly sent to the server. Therefore, processing delay mainly
comes from network stacks of the client and server. As shown in
Table 1, the average RTT and standard deviation are 39.3μs and
12.2μs, respectively. We think the variation is due to multiple factors, e.g., kernel scheduling, advanced NIC techniques such as TSO,
GSO, GRO and TCP delayed ACK mechanism.
2. Network Stack + SLB: In this experiment, we add a layer 4 SLB
between the client and the server. SLB is widely used to process
inter-service traffic inside the datacenters [33]. Our SLB is another
host installed with Linux Virtual Server (LVS)[11]. The requests
are first sent to the SLB. Then SLB forwards them to the backend
server. The responses are directly returned to the client, without
traversing the SLB. With SLB, the average RTT and standard deviation are increased to 63.9μs (1.62X) and 18.3μs, respectively. The
processing latency imposed by the SLB is ∼24.6μs.

3. Network Stack + Hypervisor: In this experiment, we use a
quad-core virtual machine (VM) as the web server. Therefore, compared to the first experiment, request and response packets experience extra processing latencies on the hypervisor. On the hypervisor, we only add a necessary bridge rule without installing other
complex rules, which is much simpler than the configuration in
production environments. The average RTT and standard deviation are 69.3μs (1.76X) and 18.8μs, respectively. The extra latency
caused by the hypervisor is ∼30μs.

2.3

Current Practice and Problems

Existing solutions [12, 16, 18, 37] only adopt a fixed RTT value
for ECN marking threshold calculation while overlooking RTT
variations, which can cause severe problems. For example, operators get RTT distributions using tools such as PingMesh [24]
and in current practice they use a high percentile RTT (e.g., 90th
percentile [37]) to derive the threshold. While this approach can
achieve high throughput for flows with different RTTs in general,
for flows with small RTTs, it results in persistent queue buildups,
causing queueing delay. On the other hand, directly using low percentile RTTs (e.g., 50%) or average RTT can mitigate such queueing
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Combination of different processing components Mean (μs)
STD (μs)
90 percentile(μs)
99 percentile(μs)
Networking Stack
39.3
12.2
59.0
79.0
Networking Stack + SLB
63.9
18.3
87.0
121.0
Networking Stack + Hypervisor
69.3
18.8
91.0
130.0
Networking Stack + SLB + Hypervisor
99.2
23.0
129.0
161.0
Networking Stack(high load) + SLB + Hypervisor 105.5
23.6
138.0
178.0
Table 1: [Testbed] RTT statistics. Different combinations of processing components result in up to 2.68× RTT variations in a
very simple testbed setting, implying that the actual RTT variations in production datacenters would be even larger.

latency, but cause flows with high RTTs to suffer from throughput
degradation.
Since we only have three 100Gbps adapters, we build a new
testbed to demonstrate this dilemma. We use 8 endhosts with
10Gbps Ethernet adapters, connecting to the Mellanox SN2100
switch. The cable speed is 10Gbps (with QSFP+ to SFP+ Adapter).
We generate traffic according to the web search workload [12] (Figure 5). The average load of the bottleneck link is 50%. To emulate
RTT variations, we use netem [6]. netem is a Linux traffic control
component which can emulate increased delay, packet loss, duplication, and etc.. It allows adding delays in microseconds. We use
netem to add extra delay at senders to emulate RTT variations.
Assume the minimum RTT and maximum RTT within the network are RTTmin and RTTmax respectively, we define RTT variation as RTTmax /RTTmin here.

RTT variations rise from 2× to 5×. Thus, larger RTT variation has
enlarged the performance degradation.
Summary: Instantaneous ECN marking cannot deliver both high
throughput and low queueing delay under RTT variations. The
performance degrades more as the RTT variation grows.

3 ECN
3.1 Design Choice
Given the above dilemma, we seek to develop a solution to achieve
high throughput and low queueing delay in datacenters even with
high RTT variations. In the meanwhile, the solution should be resilient to traffic burstiness.
As shown in §2.3, the crux of existing instantaneous ECN marking is that the configured static threshold cannot adapt to the base
RTTs of active flows. Given the emerging reconfigurable switching chips [5], a straightforward solution is a radical switch AQM
that tracks the base RTTs of active flows (both spatially and temporally) and dynamically adjusts the instantaneous threshold on
each individual switch correspondingly. For example, we can use
the average base RTTs of all active flows to compute the threshold
in Equation 1. However, it is challenging to measure real-time base
RTTs. The reason is that, to exclude the noise of queueing delay,
we first need to measure real-time processing delay of each component in both directions and embed this information into packet
headers. This is a huge burden for operators as they need to modify
all network processing components in datacenters.
Therefore, we take one step back and seek a lightweight solution. Our lesson learned from §2.3 shows that the current practice
of using a high percentile RTT to derive the instantaneous threshold is able to achieve high throughput and burst tolerance, but suffers from persistent queues when the base RTTs of active flows
are small. Inspired by this, our design choice is to inherit the current practice for throughput and burst tolerance, and augment it
with a scheme to detect and eliminate persistent queues. As a result, we introduce ECN  : 1) inherits instantaneous ECN marking
based on a high percentile RTT to handle bursts and maintain high
throughput; and 2) further enables ECN marking upon presistent
queue buildups to eliminate unnecessary queueing delay without
incurring throughput loss.

Observation 1: Instantaneous ECN marking cannot achieve
high throughput and low latency simultaneously. First, we let
the RTT variation to be 3× (70μs to 210μs4 ) and choose different
ECN marking thresholds. We change the marking threshold from
50KB to 250KB. The FCT statistics are shown in Figure 2. The results have been normalized to the FCT achieved by the threshold
50KB. If we choose high percentile RTTs to derive the threshold,
such as 90th percentile (250KB) according to the current practice,
short flows suffer from 119.2% longer 99th percentile FCT (581μs to
265μs). On the contrary, setting threshold based on low percentile
RTTs leads to throughput loss. For example, using average RTT
(∼ 100KB) causes 8% throughput degradation (3701μs to 3426μs).
Thus, none of the values in the range can simultaneously achieve
high throughput and low latency.
Observation 2: Larger RTT variations enlarge performance
loss. Second, we try to understand how the RTT variations affect the performance. We change the RTT variation from 2× (70μs
to 140μ) to 5× (70μs to 350μ) and set the ECN marking threshold based on the average and 90th percentile RTTs accordingly.
The FCT statistics are shown in Figure 3, normalized to the result
achieved by average RTT. When the variation is 2×, the threshold with the average RTT leads to 6.7% throughput loss (3375μs
to 3163μs) compared to that with the 90th percentile. The gap
increases to 29.8% (4464μs to 3439μs) when the RTT variation
reaches 5×. Similarly, for 99th percentile FCT of short flows, the
performance degradation caused by current practice has increased
from 41.1% (404μs to 287μs) to 198.0% (995μs to 334μs) when the
4

The emulated RTT denotes end-to-end base RTT.
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sojourn_time
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Algorithm 1: ECN marking upon persistent congestion

Configuration Parameters
persistent queueing target
interval to determine persistent queueing
threshold for instantaneous marking
Variables
sojourn time of the current packet
if persistent queueing is detected
if ECN  has marked packets
number of marked packets
the next marking time
when sojourn time starts to exceeds pst_target

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Table 2: Parameters and variables used in ECN .

11
12
13
14

3.2

15

ECN Mechanism

16
17

ECN is a new AQM solution. Following the above rationale, it
marks packets based on both instantaneous and persistent congestion states. A packet is marked when either one of the following
conditions decides to mark it:

18
19
20
21
22
23

• When there is a large instantaneous queue, ECN aggressively
marks packets to avoid buffer overflow.

24
25

• When there is a persistent queue, ECN conservatively marks
packets to reduce queueing delay.

26

By nature, ECN works with both queue length and sojourn
time (i.e., the amount of time a packet spends in the queue) as congestion signals. According to Equation 1, the equivalent sojourn
time based ECN marking threshold is:

29

T =

K
λ × C × RTT
=
= λ × RTT
C
C

27
28
30
31
32
33

(2)

input : Coming packet pkt
output: Whether the pkt should be marked
Procudure ShouldPersistentMark(pkt)
detected = IsPersistentQueueBuildups(pkt)
if marking_state == true then
if detected == false then
marking_state = false
return false
else if now() > marking_next then
marking_count ++
marking_next += pst_interval / sqrt(marking_count)
return true
end
else
if detected == true then
marking_state = true
marking_count = 1
marking_next = now() + pst_interval
return true
end
return false
end
Procudure IsPersistentQueueBuildups(pkt)
if pkt.sojourn_time < pst_target then
first_above_time = 0
return false
end
if first_above_time == 0 then
first_above_time = now()
return false
else if now() > first_above_time + pst_interval then
return true
else
return false
end

first_above_time to record the timestamp that sojourn time exceeds pst_target for the first time (first_above_time = now()). If sojourn time is lower than pst_target, which means the queue expires,
ECN will reset first_above_time to 0. If ECN finds it has been over
one pst_interval since first_above_time (now() > first_above_time
+ pst_interval), it confirms there is persistent queueing and triggers the conservative marking logic.
Conservative marking. After detecting the persistent queue
buildups, ECN conservatively marks one packet in each
pst_interval in order not to adversely affect throughput. In the
meanwhile, pst_interval is a time-varying interval that adapts to
real workloads. If the sojourn times of packets continuously exceed the threshold, ECN reduces the interval of next marking to
increase the marking probability (marking_next += pst_interval /
sqrt(marking_count)), thus reducing the buffer occupancy.

In our design and implementation, we adopt sojourn time over
queue length in order to be compatible with packet scheduler with
traffic dynamics [16, 31].
ECN marking based on instantaneous queue: To achieve burst
tolerance, ECN employs instantaneous ECN marking. When a
packet dequeues, ECN compares the sojourn time of the packet
with the instantaneous marking threshold, T = ins_target, which
can be calculated based on Equation 2 with high percentile RTTs.
If the sojourn time exceeds the threshold, the packet gets ECN
marked.
ECN marking based on persistent queue buildups: First,
ECN tracks the minimal queueing over an interval to detect persistent queue buildups. Then, it performs conservative marking
to eliminates those queues. Here, two parameters are involved: 1)
pst_interval: the time interval used to observe the queue before deciding if there is persistent queueing; 2) pst_target: the persistent
queue threshold used to compare against the packet sojourn time
to control the long-term queueing. The algorithm mainly contains
the following two parts as illustrated in Algorithm 1. Table 2 shows
all parameters and variables.
Persistent queue buildups detection. ECN measures whether the
sojourn time has exceeded pst_target for at least one pst_interval
to determine long-term queueing. ECN only uses one variable

3.3

Why ECN works?

We discuss why ECN can achieve all the design goals.
High throughput & low queueing delay: Instead of directly
using a low instantaneous ECN marking threshold to aggressively
bring down the buffer occupancy at the cost of throughput loss,
ECN uses a more conservative mechanism. By tracking the minimal queueing over a time interval, ECN only marks packets after it determines persistent queue buildups. These queue buildups
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are caused by providing excessive buffer space for flows with small
RTTs, which do not contribute to the throughput but only increase
the queueing delay. Eliminating these queues can benefit latencysensitive short flows without throughput degradation. We carefully choose the interval to be around one worst case base RTT because TCP needs one RTT to react to ECN marking. Furthermore,
the marking itself is conducted in a conservative way to mitigate
throughput loss. Only after detecting persistent queue buildups,
ECN marks one packet and schedules next marking after an interval. Afterwards, ECN checks again to see whether the queue
expires or not. If not, ECN increases the marking frequency by
reducing the interval. Through both persistent queueing detection and conservative ECN marking, ECN can achieve both high
throughput and low queueing delay simultaneously.

reduce the buffer occupancy to an acceptable value without risking throughput loss.

3.5

ECN vs CoDel: ECN is partially inspired by CoDel [31], an
AQM solution to address the bufferbloat problem in Internet.
CoDel uses the minimal queueing over an interval to distinguish good queues (queues that contribute to throughput) and
bad queues (queues that do not contribute to throughput, such as
the persistent queueing mentioned above). After detecting a bad
queue, CoDel gradually reduces the marking interval to mitigate
persistent queue buildups while not degrading throughput. However, such conservative marking makes CoDel react slowly to transient bursts, resulting in excessive packet losses. In contrast, ECN
leverages the instantaneous ECN marking to keep good burst tolerance. Hence, ECN can greatly outperform CoDel in incast scenarios. We further analyze it through simulations in §5.4.

Burst tolerance: ECN leverages the instantaneous ECN marking to achieve good burst tolerance. As discussed above, the instantaneous marking scheme enables fast response to bursty traffic, such as incast. Once the queue exceeds the threshold, it aggressively marks the packets to tame the subsequent bursts from
senders and bring down the buffer usage. This scheme ensures a
upper bound of buffer occupancy to avoid packet loss. Furthermore, ECN ’s instantaneous marking threshold is derived base on
a high percentile RTT, which provides sufficient buffer without
causing throughput loss.

3.4

Discussion

ECN vs TCN: TCN [16] combines the sojourn time and instantaneous ECN marking. However, under high RTT variations, it is
challenging to decide a proper sojourn time threshold for TCN.
Current practice with high percentile RTTs leads to persistent
queue buildups. In contrast, ECN  can conservatively mark packets based on persistent congestion state, thus delivering low latency.

Parameter Setting

Probabilistic instantaneous marking: Some transport protocols, e.g. DCQCN [39], need probabilistic instantaneous marking to
ensure fairness. Two instantaneous marking thresholds, Kmin and
Kmax are used, packets are marked with probabilities from 0 to 1
when queue length resides from Kmin to Kmax , instead of "cut-off"
behaviors (mark all packets if queue length exceeds a single threshold). One possible solution for ECN to work with probabilistic
marking is to change the original cut-off marking into probabilistic marking, and keep the marking based on persistent congestion
unchanged since it is conducted in a probabilistic way. Detailed
analysis of ECN with probabilistic marking is beyond the scope
of this paper.

ECN

has 3 key parameters: ins_threshold, pst_target and
pst_interval. We provide a rule-of-thumb to tune those parameters while leaving the optimality analysis as future work. We also
conduct parameter sensitivity analysis in §5.4 to show that ECN
can achieve good performance by following the rule-of-thumb.
The instantaneous marking threshold, ins_target, can be calculated based on Equation 2. As discussed in §2.3, we use high percentile RTTs (e.g., 90th percentile) to derive a high instantaneous
marking threshold to avoid throughput loss.
Both pst_interval and pst_target are critical for identifying and
mitigating persistent queue buildups. pst_interval determines the
time that ECN spends tracking a queue before it confirms there
is a persistent queue buildup. It has been recommended that the
interval has to be around one RTT in order to accurately determine
the persistent queueing [31]. Thus, we set pst_interval to be around
the high percentile RTT to ensure that ECN can precisely detect
the persistent queue buildups caused by flows with smaller RTTs.
However, in real environment where traffic is very bursty, we can
set a smaller value for pst_interval to increase the marking rate to
achieve fast reaction to those dynamics.
For pst_target, theoretically, we can set a very small value for it.
The reason is that by observing the queue for an interval, we can
detect persistent queue buildups, and a lower target will further
bring down those unnecessary queues. However, in datacenters,
the queue oscillation is large due to some network settings (MTU
settings, etc.) or NIC offloading (GSO, LSO, etc.) [12]. Thus, we also
recommend setting it to be a more conservative value, which is
larger than or equal to λ × RTT , where λ is determined by the
transport protocol and RTT is the average RTT. This setting can

4

IMPLEMENTATION

We have implemented an ECN prototype in the egress pipeline
of Barefoot Tofino switch [5]. ECN is essentially a stateful data
plane algorithm as the per-packet processing involves updates of
multiple switch states. Our implementation has around 500 lines
of P4 [10] code and is compiled to Barefoot Tofino switch using
Barefoot Capilano SDE 6.1.1 [9].
Resource requirement: In our implementation, we use 7 match
action tables in total. The number of table entries is less than 10
(most of match action tables use default actions, so no entry is
needed explicitly). To store switch updates on all the 128 ports,
we use 5 32-bit register arrays and 2 64-bit register arrays. The
register memory consumption is only ∼37KB. Each packet needs
124-bit metadata. Our ECN prototype only uses little switch resource, leaving more for other network functions.
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(c) Match action table implementation

Figure 4: Different control flow implementations. Control flow implementation that directly interprets the pseudo code into
control flow cannot be compiled to Tofino as it causes multiple accesses to the same register. Hence, we use match action table
to optimize the ECN control flow instead.
We meet two main challenges in our implementation: 1) how
to obtain the precise system time, and 2) how to update multiple
switch states at line rate. In the following, we will describe our
efforts to address them.

4.1

Algorithm 2: Emulate Precise System Time
1
2
3

Emulate Precise System Time

4

ECN

As shown in Algorithm 1,
requires current system
time to determine persistent queue buildups and mark packets. In the egress pipeline, each packet carries a metadata
egress_global_tstamp, which has 64 bits and expresses current
egress pipeline time in nanoseconds. However, we cannot directly
use this 64-bit metadata. This is because we need to compare the
current time with other states, e.g. first_above_time, using algorithm logical units (ALUs), but ALUs in Tofino only accept 32-bit
input. Thus, we need an approximation method to derive a 32-bit
system time. To solve this problem, there are several potential solutions:

5
6
7

Input : pkt.egress_global_tstamp
Output: pkt.current_time
tmp_tstamp = lower_32bits(pkt.egress_global_tstamp)
time_low = shift_right(tmp_tstamp, 10)
if time_low ≤ register_low then
/* Wrap around
register_high = register_high + 1
end
register_low = time_low
pkt.current_time = register_high ×222 + register_low

*/

packet as a metadata. Algorithm 2 gives the pseudo code. In our
implementation, we use two 32-bit registers to store values of the
lower 22 bits and the higher 10 bits, respectively.

4.2

• Use the lower 32 bits of egress_global_tstamp. The time is
accurate enough but wrap around in every ∼4 seconds (232
nanoseconds). When the time wraps around, we will have a
very small markinд_next (line 16 of Algorithm 1), resulting in
aggressive marks. A serious performance degradation in every
4 seconds is unacceptable.

ECN

Update Switch States at Line Rate

keeps several switch states on the switch registers and updates them for every packet arrival. To achieve line rate, Tofino
imposes a register update limit: a Tofino program can only access
a register once (in a pipeline). Note that in Tofino, reading a register, comparing the register value with another value, and then
updating the register correspondingly are also treated as one access. For example, the line 4 to 5 of Figure 4a only has one access
to first_above_time[idx].
To implement the control flow of ECN , we first directly use
control flow function in P4 to apply different tables. A simple example is Figure 4b. However, directly interpreting the
logic of pseudo code into control follow function implementation causes problems, e.g., both tables read_first_above_time
and add_now_to_first_above_time access the same register
first_above_time[idx]. This implementation cannot be compiled to the Tofino switch due to the hardware restrictions mentioned above. We notice that some reconfigurable hardware research work [29] also reports similar problem.
An alternative solution is to use resubmit primitive. The packet
will be sent back to the beginning of the ingress pipeline with certain flags and regarded as a new packet. Then we can apply different tables based on the flags. This can guarantee the access to the

• Use the higher 32 bits of egress_global_tstamp. The time is
not accurate enough (around 4-second granularity) for low latency datacenters.
• Right shift egress_global_tstamp by 10 bits and then get
lower 32 bits. The time is accurate enough (microsecond granularity) for datacenters and only wraps around in every 4295
seconds (232 microseconds), which is more than 1 hour. However, the operation shift_right in Barefoot Capilano SDE can
only support 32-bit input data.
Faced with above problems, we decide to emulate a 32-bit
microsecond-granularity system time. Our key idea is given as follows. We first use the lower 32 bits of egress_global_tstamp,
then right shift the 32 bits by 10 bits to get a 22-bit microsecondgranularity time. For the remaining higher 10 bits, we increase it
by 1 whenever we observe the lower 22 bits wrap around. Finally,
we attach the emulated 32-bit microsecond-granularity time to the
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register is mutually exclusive. However, resubmiting packets occupies more pipeline resources and largely degrades the throughput.
To this end, we use the match action table to optimize the control flow of ECN . Given a register, we first ensure that one register
only has one table with actions accessing it. In this table, different
actions reflect different control flow paths and they are naturally
mutual exclusive. We further ensure the register is only accessed
once within one action. Based on the two rules, we optimize the
control flow by breaking it down into multiple match action tables.
Figure 4c is one example. Before applying a match action table, we
first compute the result of condition and attach the result to the
packet as a metadata. Then we use the metadata to match the desired action, where the register will only be accessed once, and
update switch states correspondingly. In our evaluation (§5.2), we
confirm ECN can achieve line-rate performance.
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Figure 5: Flow size distributions.

For testbed, we implement it on Barefoot Tofino switch. For
simulation, we start from the ns-3’s RED implementation and
add instantaneous ECN marking. We set the threshold based
on both the current practice, 90th percentile RTT (denoted as
DCTCP-RED-Tail), and average RTT (denoted as DCTCP-REDAVG). Please note, when only one queue is active, the performance of DCTCP-RED is identical to TCN.

EVALUATION

In this section, we conduct both testbed experiments and ns-3 simulations [3] to answer the following questions:

• CoDel: [testbed, simulation] CoDel tracks minimal queueing
over an interval to mark packets based on persistent congestion.
For testbed, we implement CoDel on Barefoot Tofino to perform
ECN marking.

• How does ECN perform in practice? Our testbed experiment results show that compared with current practice, ECN
achieves up to 23.4% smaller average FCT and 31.2% smaller
99th percentile FCT for small flows while providing the similar
performance for large flows (§5.2). ECN ’s good burst control
makes it largely outperform CoDel.

• TCN: [simulation] TCN uses instantaneous sojourn time to
adapt to packet schedulers. We implement TCN based on the
software prototype provided by TCN paper [7].

• Does ECN scale to large datacenters? We evaluate the performance of ECN using large scale ns-3 simulations (§5.3). Results show that ECN achieves up to 36.9% smaller FCT for
small flows compared to current practice.

Workloads: We generate traffic based on two realistic workloads in production: web search [12] and data mining [22]. The
flow size distributions follow Figure 5. Both workloads are heavytailed. In testbed experiments, we use an open source traffic generator [8, 18] to generate the benchmark traffic. Similar to previous work [14, 17], flows arrive according to a Poisson process to
achieve the desired network utilization. We also use the same approach to generate traffic in simulations.

• How does ECN control the queue length and react to
bursty traffic? We evaluate ECN using simulations mixing
both the background traffic and bursty query traffic (§5.4). We
find that compared to current practice, ECN keeps a much
smaller average queue occupancy (182 packets to 8 packets). By
changing the fanout of the incast traffic, we further show that
compared to CoDel, ECN can support 1.75× more concurrent
senders without TCP timeouts.

Metrics: We use the Flow Completion Time (FCT) as the primary
metric. Besides the overall average FCT, we also breakdown FCT
results across short flows (< 100KB) and large flows (> 10MB).
We run experiments and simulations three times and report the
average value.

• How robust is ECN to network settings? Through targeted
simulations, we show that ECN is robust to parameter choices
(§5.4) and the packet scheduler (§5.4).

5.1

2

10

5.2

Methodology

Testbed Experiments

Testbed setup: We use the testbed in §2.3 with 8 servers connected to a Barefoot Tofino switch with ECN ’s implementation
(§ 4). There are 7 senders and 1 receiver.
We use netem to emulate a 3× RTT variations (from 70μs to
210μs). The RTTs generated are based on the distribution in Figure 1, which is long-tail distribution. For DCTCP-RED, we set
the marking threshold of DCTCP-RED-AVG to 80KB and DCTCPRED-Tail to 250KB. For CoDel, we set interval to be 200μs and target to be 85μs. For ECN , by following the rule-of-thumb(§3.4),
we set the ins_target to be 200μs, pst_interval to be 200μs and
pst_target to be 85μs.

Transport Protocol: We use DCTCP [12] at the end host by default. In testbed experiments, we use the DCTCP in Linux kernel
4.9.0 [2]. We also implement DCTCP in ns-3 simulator. The parameters are set as suggested in [12]. All endhosts in our evaluation are
running DCTCP.
Schemes Compared: We compare ECN against the following
three schemes:
• DCTCP-RED: [testbed, simulation] We use DCTCP-RED to refer to the modified RED in DCTCP paper [12], i.e., instantaneous
ECN marking based on single threshold Kmin = Kmax = K.
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Figure 6: [Testbed] FCT statistics with web search workload. All are normalized to the results achieved by DCTCP-RED with
threshold derived from 90 percentile RTT.
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Figure 7: [Testbed] FCT statistics with data mining workload. All are normalized to the results achieved by DCTCP-RED with
threshold derived from 90 percentile RTT.

Realistic Workloads

We also note that CoDel achieves very bad performance for
short flows. The reason is that CoDel suffers from frequent TCP
timeouts (1 TCP timeout adds > 1 milliseconds to FCT) because it
does not react to the instantaneous queueing state, and thus experiences frequent packet loss under traffic bursts.

We evaluate ECN using both web search and data mining workloads. The results are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. All results
have been normalized to the result of current practice, DCTCPRED-Tail. They are breakdown in terms of overall FCT (a), FCT
of short flows (b, c) and FCT of large flows (d). All Figures show
normalized FCT.

Large flows: From Figure 6d and Figure 7d, we see ECN
achieves similar results as DCTCP-RED-Tail and outperforms
DCTCP-RED-AVG with both workloads. For web search workload,
ECN achieves up to 25.6% (94411μs to 70192μs at 80% load) lower
FCT compared to DCTCP-RED-AVG. For data mining workload,
ECN achieves up to 20.5% (1049035μ to 833396μs at 80% load)
lower FCT compared to DCTCP-RED-AVG. The reason is that by
conservatively marking packets when observing persistent queue
buildups, ECN can bring down the buffer occupancy without
hurting throughput for large flows.

Short flows: Compared to current practice, i.e., DCTCP-REDTail, ECN can achieve up to 23.4% (964μs to 738μs at 90% load)
and 31.2% (548μs to 377μs at 80% load) lower average FCT in
web search and data mining workloads, respectively (Figure 6b
and Figure 7b). At the 99th percentile, ECN achieves up to 37.2%
(5242μs to 3287μs at 90% load) and 37.6% (2161μs to 1347μs at 80%
load) lower FCT with both workloads (Figure 6c and Figure 7c).
These results show that, by well controlling the persistent queue
buildups caused by RTT variations, ECN can eliminate unnecessary queueing delay and effectively improve the performance of
delay-sensitive short flows.
We observe that DCTCP-RED-AVG achieves the best performance for short flows, but it adversely hurts the FCT of large flows,
e.g., over 20% for the web search workload (Figure 6d). This is
because DCTCP-RED-AVG sets a lower ECN marking threshold,
which strictly limits the queueing to a very low level, thus benefiting FCT of the short flows. In the meanwhile, such a low marking
threshold throttles the throughput of large flows, affecting their
FCT.

Overall: In general, ECN achieves good overall performance
among the four schemes. In data mining workload, ECN performs
the best at all loads, whereas in web search workload its overall FCT degradation is within 4.2% (2240μs to 2148μs) compared
to DCTCP-RED-Tail at 10% load (Figure 6a). In contrast, DCTCPRED-AVG achieves very bad performance. This further confirms
that ECN can maintain the throughput of all flows.

Towards Larger RTT Variations
We increase the RTT variation from 3× (70μs to 210μs) to 5×
(70μs to 350μs). We evaluate ECN using the more challenging
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web search workload, where the traffic is more bursty. We compare ECN with current practice, DCTCP-RED-Tail. The results
are shown in Figure 8. NFCT n× denotes the normalized FCT of
ECN to DCTCP-RED-Tail when RTT has n× variation.
As shown in Figure 8a, ECN generally achieves similar overall FCT as DCTCP-RED-Tail. When the RTT variation reaches 5×,
the FCT degradation is within 7.6%(2854μs to 2650μs at 30% load).
When the load is higher, ECN can achieve slightly better results
than DCTCP-RED-Tail. The reason is that due to the conservative
marking for persistent congestion, ECN can consistently achieve
comparable overall FCT no matter how RTT variation enlarges.
Furthermore, ECN greatly outperforms DCTCP-RED-Tail for
short flows. As show in Figure 8b, ECN can achieve up to 37.3%
(5242μs to 3287μs at 90% load) lower FCT when the RTT variation
is 3×. The advantage is enlarged to 71.2% and 73.4% when the variation is 4× and 5× respectively. This shows ECN can effectively
reduce the FCT for short flows by controlling the persistent congestion. When the RTT variation is larger, ECN can bring more
benefit to delay-sensitive short flows.
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Figure 8: [Testbed] FCT statistics with web search workload
when RTT variation enlarges. NFCT n× denotes the normalized FCT of ECN to DCTCP-RED-Tail when RTT has
n× variation. ECN achieves lower FCT for short flows and
comparable throughput consistently.
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To complement the small-scale testbed, we further evaluate ECN
on a larger-scale spine-leaf topology with production workloads (§5.3).
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Figure 9: [Simulations] FCT statistics of large-scale simulations with web search workload. All results have been normalized to DCTCP-RED-Tail.

Setup: We simulate a 128-host leaf-spine topology with 8 spine
and 8 leaf switches. Each leaf is connected to 16 servers via 10Gbps
links. The spine and leaf switches are also connected via 10Gbps
links. We use ECMP for load balancing. The RTT has 3× variations
and varies from 80μs to 240μs. The average RTT here is ∼ 137μs
and 90th percentile is ∼ 220μs. The distributions are similar to Figure 1, which is a long-tail distribution.
In our simulation, the calculation of packets’ sojourn time is implemented with packet tags in ns-3 [4]. When a packet enqueues,
we add a packet tag with the enqueue timestamp to the packet.
When the packet dequeues, we calculate the sojourn time by deducting the enqueue timestamp from the current timestamp.
We evaluate ECN using both web search and data mining
workloads. The results are shown in Figure 9. Due to the space
limitation, we omit the results with the data mining workload. All
results have been normalized to FCT achieved by DCTCP-REDTail.

5.4

ECN Deep Dive

In this section, we first show a microscopic view of queues to explain the superior results achieved in both §5.2 and §5.3. Then, we
analyze ECN ’s parameter sensitivity. Finally, we compare ECN
with the latest datacenter AQM solution, TCN [16].

Microscopic View
Simulation setup: We use a simple 16 to 1 topology with 10Gbps
links, 16 servers are senders and 1 receiver. Other settings are similar to §5.3. For CoDel, the interval is set to 240μs while tarдet is
set to 10μs.
We send flows from 16 senders to the receiver. The size of both
large and short flows are generated based on data mining workload. We also generate some query flows to emulate bursty incast
traffic. The size of query flows follows a uniform distribution from
3KB to 60KB. We start N (100 in default) concurrent query flows
at 4s. We further change the value of N to show how these bursty
query flows affect the performance of all schemes.

Short flows: As shown in Figure 9b, ECN outperforms DCTCPRED-Tail by at least 18.5% (7195μs to 5867μs) at 50% load and the
performance gap reaches 36.9% (7297μs to 4607μs) at 40% load. This
further confirms that, by controlling the persistent queue buildups,
ECN can effectively reduce the FCT for short flows.
Overall: As shown in Figure 9a, compared to DCTCP-RED-Tail,
ECN achieves 26.3% (37479μs to 27644μs at 20% load) to 37.4%
(36931μs to 23095μs at 50% load) lower overall average FCT. This
is because ECN maintains high throughput for large flows while
effectively improving latency for short ones.

Queue occupancy: To better illustrate how different schemes
manage their queues, we sample the queue length of the bottleneck link for 0.005 seconds and the results are shown in Figure 10.
Compared to other schemes, ECN achieves two advantages:
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Figure 10: [Simulations] Queue occupancy (with 100 concurrent query flows). ECN achieves much lower queue occupancy (8
packets) compared to current practice, DCTCP-RED-Tail (182 packets). Meanwhile, ECN achieves comparable performance
in handling incast (no packets drop), large outperforms CoDel (drops 125 packets).
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Figure 11: [Simulations] Statistics of query flow completion time. ECN can achieve comparable performance as
DCTCP-RED-Tail and largely outperforms CoDel.

Figure 12: [Simulations] Parameter Sensitivity. ECN is robust to parameter choices with only <1% variations on overall FCT with different parameter settings.

• Low persistent queueing: ECN keeps much lower queue occupancy (8 packets) compared to DCTCP-RED-Tail (182 packets). The low queue occupancy confirms ECN ’s effectiveness
in handling persistent queue buildups caused by the mismatch
between RTTs and marking threshold.

Parameter Sensitivity
We next show how robust ECN is to different parameter settings.
We set both pst_target and pst_interval based on the rule-of-thumb
proposed in §3.4. We conduct analysis on both workloads. The results are shown in Figure 12. We have the following two observations from the results:

• No packet drops with incast flows: ECN achieves comparable results in handling bursty query traffic (no packet drops)
with DCTCP-RED-Tail, outperforming CoDel (drop 125 packets). The reason is that by leveraging the merit of instantaneous
marking, ECN can achieve good burst tolerance.

• Different parameter settings do not have a large impact on the
performance of ECN considering the overall FCT. The difference is within 1% for web search workload and 0.2% for data
mining workload.
• After reducing the value of pst_interval, ECN behaves differently on the two workloads. For data mining workloads, ECN
performs slightly worse (0.2% longer FCT). However, for web
search workload, ECN performs 1% better. The reason is that
web search workload is more bursty, and a more aggressive
marking mechanism is better. We can reduce the pst_interval
to increase the marking frequency.

Impact of bursty query flows: To have a deeper view on how
those schemes handle bursty query flows, we change the concurrent query senders from 25 to 200 and trace the query completion
time. The results are shown in Figure 11. When there are 100 concurrent senders, CoDel begins to suffer from packet loss, seriously
degrading the performance. On the contrary, ECN achieves comparable performance with DCTCP-RED-Tail, and begins to suffer
from packet loss when the concurrent senders are increased to 175.
In summary, due to its good burst tolerance, ECN can support
1.75× more concurrent senders than CoDel with bursty incast traffic. The reason is that ECN leverages the instantaneous marking
and has a good control over bursty traffic.

Packet scheduler
We finally compare ECN with TCN [16], the latest AQM solution to show how ECN works with arbitrary packet scheduler.
We mainly focus on the following questions.
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• Can ECN preserve the packet scheduling policy?

• Can ECN mitigate the persistent queueing exacerbated by RTT
variations even with packet scheduler?
To evaluate this, we configure the switch with Deficit Weighted
Round Robin (DWRR) with 3 queues/services. The weights among
the 3 queues/services are 2 : 1 : 1. We first start a long-lived TCP
flow from sender 1 and classify this flow into queue/service 1, then
from sender 2 and classify into queue/service 2, finally from sender
3 into queue/service 3. We also randomly start short flows (the size
is from 3KB to 60KB) from the rest of senders to probe the queue
occupancies. We set the TCN marking threshold to 150μs to avoid
throughput loss. The other settings are identical to §5.4.
Figure 13a shows the goodput of flows achieved by ECN . We
observe at the beginning, only queue 1 is active, flow 1 achieves
around ∼ 9.6Gbps goodput (Goodput is slightly smaller than
throughput due to packet header overhead). After flow 2 starts,
queue 2 becomes active and flow 1 achieves ∼ 6.42Gbps goodput while flow 2 achieves ∼ 3.18Gbps goodput. Finally, when
three queues all become active, flow 1, flow 2 and flow 3 achieve
around 4.82Gbps, 2.40Gbps and 2.40Gbps goodput respectively,
which strictly preserves the packet scheduling policy.
We also measure the FCT of short flows among all queues and
the results are shown in Figure 13b. Compared to TCN, ECN
achieves 19.6% better average FCT (2913μs to 2341μs) for short
flows.
In summary, ECN can strictly preserve the packet scheduling policy with multiple queues/classes. Furthermore, compared
to TCN, ECN achieves better performance for short flows because ECN eliminates persistent queue buildups exacerbated by
the RTT variations.
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Figure 13: [Simulations] ECN with packet schedulers.
ECN can preserve the network scheduling policy while
achieve better performance for short flows.
Buffer Sizing and AQM in Internet: Appenzeller et al. [15]
√
showed that the minimum buffer size should be C ×RTT / n when
there are a large number of n concurrent large flows. However,
datacenter networks typically have a small number of concurrent
large flows [12]. Therefore, people still applied the old rule-ofthumb C × RTT for buffer sizing for regular TCP.
Many AQM solutions have been proposed to handle bufferbloat
in Internet. CoDel [31] tracks the minimum sojourn time over a
varying time interval to detect bad queues. PI [26] and PIE [32] use
a proportional-integral controller to keep the queueing to a constant target. Relative to them, ECN further applies the aggressive
instantaneous ECN marking to handle transient bursts.
New Design over Programmable Switches: With the emergence of programmable switches, such as Barefoot Tofino. Many
clean designs, such as NDP [25] and PERC [27] have been proposed
to deliver ultra low latency communication. However, they are not
compatible with state-of-the-art ECN-based solutions in datacenters. On the contrary, ECN is fully compatible with ECN-based
solutions and utilizes the networking programmability to mitigate
performance degradation caused by RTT variations.

RELATED WORK

ECN-based Transports in Datacenters: The ECN-related literature on datacenter networks is vast. Alizadeh et al. [12] identified the transport requirements in production datacenters and proposed DCTCP to address the challenges. To achieve good burst tolerance, DCTCP uses a simplified version of ECN/RED [20] to mark
packets at the switch.
ECN [37] uses the standard TCP congestion control algorithm
at the end host. D2 TCP [36] and L2 DCT [30] modified the DCTCP
congestion control algorithm to meet flow deadlines . Shan et al.
proposed CEDM [34] to accurately mark ECN to reduce throughput loss by reducing queue oscillations. These solutions apply the
same AQM marking as DCTCP . Thus they all suffer from increased
queueing delay with the current practice under RTT variations
(§2.3). ECN can benefit all of them. DCQCN [39] is a rate-based
congestion control to enable RDMA in datacenters. At the switch,
it requires RED-like probabilistic marking to ensure convergence.
ECN can be extended to work with it.
MQ-ECN [18] first pointed out the drawbacks of existing
ECN/RED implementations in packet scheduling context. To adapt
to the varying queue capacity caused by packet schedulers,
TCN [16] proposed to use instantaneous sojourn time to mark
packets. ECN inherits the merit of TCN, but further tracks the
persistent congestion state to reduce long-term queue buildups.

7

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented ECN a simple yet effective solution that enables ECN in datacenters with high RTT variations.
ECN marks packets based on both instantaneous and persistent
congestion states. It inherits the merit of current instantaneous
ECN marking based on a high-percentile RTT to achieve high
throughput and burst tolerance, and further marks packets when
observing long-term switch queue buildups to eliminate the persistent queueing caused by flows with smaller RTTs. We have implemented ECN on a Barefoot Tofino switch and evaluated it
through both testbed experiments and ns-3 simulations. Our evaluation shows that ECN is a viable solution that achieves all our
design goals.
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